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Abstract:  The rise of mobile apps has a significant impact on the security of the user’s device and data. Even though the 

number of apps has increased, many of them are still not fully secure. Due to the limitation of developers' knowledge and the 

lack of strict development specifications, the quality of the apps cannot be guaranteed. This may lead to potential security 

problems, especially for the over requirements of the apps' permissions, which is called Permission Abuse Problem.Modern 

smartphone platforms have millions of apps, many of which request permissions to access private data and resources, like user 

accounts or location. 80% of the apps are requesting permissions more than what they need and actually used. Continuously, 

such over-privileged apps would be exposed to serious malicious behaviours. This paper discusses possible solutions to 

overcome this issue and suggests possible ways to select the required permissions throughout the app development process. 

 

 

Index Terms - Android, Abused Permission, Privacy, Mobile Apps. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

 

Mobile services are playing an increasingly prominent role in our daily lives, e.g., communication, information, entertainment, 

business, education, etc., based on the feature rich applications. A mobile app is a software application designed to run on 

mobile devices such as Smartphone and tablet computers. All of these apps are created by organizations or individual 

developers, scanned by Google Bouncer, distributed to Google Play Store and downloaded by the end users. Due to the 

developers' abilities and lack of strict development specifications, the quality of the apps cannot be guaranteed, which may 

lead to potential security problems. As we know permission is the main security mechanism in Android operating system, 

which is used to enforce access control to the system APIs and applications. All applications have their own statements for 

permissions in their configuration file "AndroidManifest.xml". When an application is installed, the Android system notifies 

the user about the permissions the application is requesting and asks the user whether to install the application continually. 

This is a relatively flexible security policy, which allows the users to know their personal privacy information, such as SMS, 

contacts, photos, location information, camera, microphone, phone states, etc., will be accessed by the installed app. Whenever 

an app requests more permissions than it actively needs, there is an application Permission Abuse Problem which may 

introduce security threat. 

 

II. PRIVACY PROTECTION FOR END-USERS 

According to Android developers all the dangerous permissions are placed into a special group called permission group which 

may also contain normal permissions. The user is only notified when the app requests dangerous permissions. This notification 

only informs the user about the type of the permission being requested and not how the app is going to use this kind of 

permission. In addition to permissions described by android developers as dangerous there are also some other permissions 

which pose a significant threat to user privacy. Examples are permission to access WIFI connection. Using this permission an 

app can send sensitive data to the app developer. Another example is to access accounts or to use authentication information of 

an email service or a social media account which puts the personal information of the user under risk. Most of the free apps 

depend on the ads to generate revenue and keep their business running. This situation is not encouraging as the app developers' 

end up requesting more permissions to gather user data.But the fact is that, all of these permissions are not required to run that 

specific app. 
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III. AN ANALYSIS OF ANDROID APP PERMISSIONS 

In the Android operating system, this point of contact is a trilateral relationship between the user, Google (the designer and 

provider of the Android operating system) and third-party app developers. Google moderates the relationship between the user 

and the third-party app developer using a set of “permissions” for each app a user downloads. Permissions are Google way of 

requiring developers to disclose how the app will be interacting with the user’s device and what information the app will have 

access to. 

IV. GOOGLE APP PERMISSIONS BASIC 

 

This section of the report looks at the range of app permissions in the Google Play Store, focusing on permissions that could 

allow apps to collect or share users’ personal information. In this dataset, there are 2.5 million apps with a total of 235 unique 

permissions. There are a few apps that require a lot of permissions from users, with the highest number being 127. It's not very 

common for apps to require this many permissions, but it does happen from time to time. Most apps only require a few 

permissions. The average app requests five permissions. 

 

V. PERMISSION ABUSE PROBLEMS 

 

Due to the nature of the apps industry, it is possible that the permissions granted to the developers can be exploited by 

unauthorised individuals. For example, Sound comber is a sophisticated malware with limited permissions that is able to leak 

sensitive high-value data based on its audible surroundings. The key idea of Soundcomber is that an app can borrow the other's 

permissions so that it does not have to by- pass the permission mechanism and leak private information. In this way, the app 

can avoid the detection of anti-virus software and leak the information no matter that it lacks the proper permissions. On the 

other hand, permission abuse can also unintentionally isolate the principle of least privilege, which seriously affects the code 

and quality specifications. By checking out the most commonly requested permissions and how they’re abused, hackers can 

exploit them and gain personal privacy. 

VI. MOSTLY ABUSED ANDROID PERMISSIONS FOUND IN THE EDUCATION APPS. 

 

 

Permission Name What it is Used For How it can be Exploited 

Network Based Location Approximates Location of user Location based attacks or malware 

GPS Location Gives location through GPS Location based attacks or malware 

View Wi-fi States Give  access  to  Wi-fi  network information Steal Wi-fi password 

Retrieve Running Apps Finding which app or process are running Kill  running  application  or  get 

information about running apps 

Full Internet Access Allow internet connection Internet access could be used for 

exploitation or malware 

Read  Phone  State  and identity Allow access to information about calls,  

network  and  other  identity information 

Steal information from data 

TABLE Ⅵ of [9] 

 

Ⅶ. PERMISSION TRACKER 

USING PERMISSION TRACKER WE CAN IDENTIFY WHETHER THE PERMISSION WE ARE GIVING (ACCESSING CAMERA, AUDIO, 

CONTACTS ETC.) IS BEING MISUSED. THE PERMISSION TRACKER ALSO ALLOWS A DETAILED VIEW WITH INFORMATION ABOUT 

SPECIFIC PERMISSIONS, PERMISSION TRACKER GENERATES SEVERAL REPORTS TO EASE AN ANALYSIS OF APPLICATIONS AND 

PERMISSIONS. REPORTS INCLUDE PERMISSIONS OF APPLICATIONS, THE PERMISSIONS’ STATUS AT THE TIME OF ACCESS, AS WELL 

AS DATE AND TIME OF ACCESS. 

USER CAN TRACK WHAT HAPPENS TO USER ALLOWED PERMISSIONS IN THE APPLICATION USING THE PERMISSION TRACKER 

TOOL. THIS PAPER FOCUS ON THE PERMISSIONS USAGE AND ITS IMPACT ON THE SECURITY OF APPS AND USERS’ DATA. THIS 

STUDY IS THE STARTING POINT TO TEST APPS UNDER SEVERAL CATEGORIES, OBSERVE THE PERMISSIONS REQUESTED BY EACH 

CATEGORY AND THEIR USAGE, ANALYZE AND CATEGORIZE PERMISSIONS TO DEFINE THE MOST ABUSED ONES BY SECURITY 

ATTACKERS. ALSO, DRAW CONCLUSIONS AND PUT RECOMMENDATIONS TO DEVELOP MORE SECURE APPS AND BUILD TRUSTED, 

BENIGN APPS DATABASES. THE PURPOSE OF THIS PAPER IS TO HELP USERS BECOME MORE SECURITY-AWARE, AND TO PUT 

RECOMMENDATIONS IN PLACE FOR APP DEVELOPERS WHO ARE DEVELOPING MOBILE APPS. 
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Ⅷ. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

The paper titled “Analysis of Permission-based Security in Android through Policy  Expert, Developer, and 

End User Perspectives” by Ajay Kumar Jha and Woo Jin Lee.In this paper, they analyse the permission-

based security in Android through three different perspectives: policy expert, developer, and end user. We 

have mostly analysed and discussed the major issues or weaknesses which came across several studies of 

permission-based security. 

 

The paper “Permission Tracking in Android” by Michael Kern and Johannes Sametinger In this paper they 

have introduced Android with its security mechanisms. The permission system is rather rigid in Android and 

suffers from a few drawbacks. They have developed a more flexible permission system with a permission 

tracker tool. The system allows users to block and monitor access to re- sources by arbitrary applications. 

For implementation purposes, the Android system had to be slightly extended. 

 

The paper “Abusing Android Permissions: A Security Perspective” by Mamdouh Alenezi and Iman Almomani.In this paper 

uncovers the critical status of permissions usage of the available apps offered by different app stores. The proposed system in 

this paper has been used to deeply analyse the most rated apps in the education category. The analysis found that many of the 

apps are asking for permissions that are not necessary, and this could expose the app and its users to security risks.. The main 

aim of this study is to enhance the security awareness of the users and put recommendations to help mobile apps developers to 

take proper decisions regarding the required apps permissions during the development stages. Also, this study is considered as 

a starting point to build a truly benign datasets of mobile apps that could be used for research purposes. The researchers will be 

able to reproduce the study and explore more possibilities in studying apps permissions. 

 

The paper ”PACS: Permission Abuse Checking System for Android Applications based on Review Mining” by ying zheng 

Wu, Mutian Yang and Tianyue Luo.This paper mainly focuses on the Application Permission Abuse Problem based on review 

and description mining. PACS (Permission Abuse Checking System) based on data and frequent itemsets mining technique to 

reviews bring improvement using apps’ and by the and descriptions. PACS sorts the apps by analysing the app's metadata, 

such as reviews and descriptions. Then, it obtains the maximum frequent item sets and constructs the permission feature 

database. Finally, evaluate PACS on detecting unknown applications of the abused permission. The experiment results show 

that 726 out of 935 applications, which account for about 77.6%, are suffering from the Permission Abuse Problem.By 

comparison with the previous tools, PACS has better performance. 

 

The paper “On the Effectiveness of Application Permissions for Android  Ransomware Detection” by SamahAlsoghyer and 

Iman AlmomaniThis paper provided a proactive mechanism to detect the ransomware before it harms the user’s device.various 

analysis mechanisms including static, dynamic or both. In this paper, recent ransomware detection solutions were investigated 

and compared. Furthermore, a deep analysis of android permissions was conducted to identify significant android permissions 

that can discriminate against ransomware with high accuracy before harming users’ devices. Consequently, based on the 

outcome of this analysis, a permissions-based ransomware detection system is proposed. Different classifiers were tested to 

build the prediction model of this detection system. 

 

Ⅸ. CONCLUSION 

Nowadays, more than 2.6 million apps are created by various organisations and individual developers. Without strict 

development specifications, the quality of the apps cannot be guaranteed, especially for the apps' permission requirements, 

which may induce Permission Abuse Problems. This problem is increasing at a higher growth rate, and may bring serious 

security risks. The use of an app like the Permission Tracker application is recommended for users who want to control access 

to their resources on a finer granularity than what is currently possible with Android. Android users who want to have 

advanced control over permissions granted to their apps have three options. 
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